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The MG series of tripods was designed for photographers who demand equipment of the highest quality and
functionality. The technology of forging tripod elements, quality of materials and accuracy allowed to create a tripod with
exceptional precision and durability in all conditions. The MGA-684 tripod is made of aluminum and magnesium alloys.
MG series stands have the monopod function. One of the legs of the tripod can be unscrewed and used as a monopod
with a height of 146 cm, and in combination with a central speaker up to 183 cm! The central column can be mounted in
reverse (upside down), making it easier to photographing small objects. It is built of two modules. Using only one of
them, the minimum working height of the tripod is only 21 cm. In addition, the column has an unscrewed thread on the
second head, or to screw in the attached hook (to load the set). The tripod has a three-leg inclination system. The legs
can also be folded back in order to reduce the dimensions for transport. The leg clamps are based on the original GLOCK system, thanks to which you can change the configuration of the tripod in a quick and easy way. Standard 3/8
"thread allows mounting any head (with 3/8" thread). The set includes the sensational ball head Fotopro FPH-62Q. The
head has a set of contour lines and a certain lock of the quick coupling to prevent accidental release. The tripod is ideal
for use with SLR cameras, heavier medium-format cameras and cameras. The set includes a comfortable cover and a
sachet improving the quality and comfort of working with monopod. Characteristics â€¢ monopod function with the
possibility of extending the central column â€¢ complete ball head with a set of contour lines and a quick-release block â€¢
reversible central column with double thread on the second head / hook â€¢ two-module central column with double
locking â€¢ the possibility of folding the legs of the tripod in reverse â€¢ G-LOCK leg locking â€¢ made in technology of
forging from aluminum and magnesium alloys â€¢ complete ball head with a set of contour lines and a quick-release block
Elements of the set â€¢ Photopro FPH-62G head â€¢ shoulder strap â€¢ hip sachet to stabilize the monopod â€¢ tightening
hook Technical parameters â€¢ Maximum height of the tripod: 171 cm â€¢ Minimum shooting height: 14.5 cm â€¢ Length
after submission: 47 cm (including the head) â€¢ Maximum load: 12 kg â€¢ Material: aluminum, magnesium â€¢ Number of
sections: 4 â€¢ Head: 62Q, ball bearing with 1/4 inch thread â€¢ Leg diameter (min / max): 19 mm / 28 mm â€¢ Head
weight: 0.39 kg â€¢ Tripod weight: 1.7 kg Warranty 2 years
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